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Abstract

An Empirical Analysis of Co-Movement
in Market Efficiency Measures

We provide evidence that high-frequency market efficiency measures co-move with each

other and across stocks. Co-movement in efficiency is greater for more liquid stocks, and

varies considerably over time. In vector autoregressions, shocks to funding liquidity (the

TED spread), hedge fund flows, and a proxy for algorithmic trading are significantly

associated with co-movement in efficiency. Thus, stock market efficiency is prone to

systematic fluctuations, and events and policies that impact funding liquidity can affect

the degree of co-movement in efficiency.



In a financial market that is relatively free of frictions and of high quality (i.e., one that is

“efficient”), prices accurately reflect fundamentals, and, in doing so, obey the law of one

price that assets with identical cash flows sell for the same price. Measuring the degree

of efficiency of financial markets or individual securities is useful for many purposes, but

faces significant challenges. The finance literature has developed a number of distinct

measures to capture the degree of efficiency. For example, traditional measures that test

whether stock prices follow a random walk (e.g., return autocorrelations, variance ratios)

date back to Fama (1970). An alternative approach is to directly measure the pricing

error relative to the efficient price (e.g., Hasbrouck, 1993). Yet other measures assess the

extent to which markets obey the law of one price (such as put-call parity deviations;

e.g., Finucane, 1991; Cremers and Weinbaum, 2010).

The above measures of efficiency have largely been investigated separately in the lit-

erature. However, we note that they all are intimately linked to arbitrage activity and

market making capacity, both of which facilitate convergence of prices to their efficient

market benchmarks. In turn, arbitrage and market making are stimulated by availabil-

ity of capital, market liquidity, and the ease of short-selling, and these attributes vary

over time, which suggests that market efficiency measures may also have a time-varying

component.1 Similarly, the efficiency of price formation is likely to vary across individual

securities, since there is considerable cross-sectional heterogeneity in various attributes

that affect the efficacy of arbitrage.2

The idea that market efficiency measures vary over time and across securities raises

the question to what extent different efficiency measures co-move with each other as

1Indeed, recent studies show that the efficiency of financial markets is dynamic in nature and that
it varies through time with financial market liquidity and constraints on arbitrage capital (see, e.g.,
Mitchell, Pedersen, and Pulvino, 2007; Boehmer and Kelley, 2009; Gagnon and Karolyi, 2010; Mancini-
Griffoli and Ranaldo, 2011; Mitchell and Pulvino, 2012; Hu, Pan, and Wang, 2013; Pasquariello, 2014).

2For example, Benston and Hagerman (1974) and Nagel (2005) document considerable cross-sectional
variation in stock-level illiquidity and short-sales constraints, respectively.
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well as across individual stocks. And, if there is evidence of significant co-movement in

efficiency measures across stocks, what are the economic forces (such as funding liquidity

or other factors that affect the efficacy of arbitrage) that drive it? These questions are

relevant since researchers could benefit from a better understanding of the extent to which

the different efficiency measures used in the literature are related, and of whether they

can be used as substitutes. Moreover, exchange officials and policy-makers should care

about whether the efficiency of financial markets is prone to fluctuation in a systematic

way, and about what factors influence the degree of such common variation. Further,

investors’ allocations to equities may be influenced by uncertainty about the degree of

price efficiency that is systematic across stocks.

Motivated by the above observations, in this paper, we do the following. We first

compute daily market efficiency estimates for individual stocks based on five efficiency

measures that are widely used and that can be computed by stock-day for a large sam-

ple of stocks: intraday return predictability based on past order flow or past returns

(Boehmer and Wu, 2007; Andrade, Chang, and Seasholes, 2008), variance ratios (Lo

and MacKinlay, 1989; Bessembinder, 2003), intraday Hasbrouck’s (1993) pricing errors,

put-call parity deviations in the corresponding options markets (Finucane, 1991; Cre-

mers and Weinbaum, 2010), and the variance of intraday returns (Bessembinder, 2003;

Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam, 2011). We compute these measures using all NYSE

stocks over an extended sample period of fifteen years (using 14.3 billion transactions in

total).

We then examine the extent of co-movement across these different efficiency measures

by estimating pooled correlations across the measures based on the common sample of

stock-day observations. These correlations are mostly economically large and highly

statistically significant, with the exception of the correlations of the variance ratio mea-
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sure vis-à-vis the other efficiency measures. This finding indicates that four of the five

stock-level efficiency measures share significant common variation.

Subsequently, we construct market-wide measures of efficiency from each of the stock-

level measures and, each month for each stock, estimate the degree of “co-movement in

efficiency” across stocks as the R2’s from regressions of the daily stock-level measures

on the market-wide measures. These analyses show that time-variation in each of the

five efficiency measures has a material common component across stocks, which indicates

that the market efficiency measures are prone to improvement and deterioration in a

systematic way. We also find that the degree of co-movement in efficiency is considerably

greater for liquid stocks than for illiquid stocks, and that it exhibits substantial time-

variation.3

Our next goal is to analyze the economic forces that drive co-movement in market effi-

ciency measures across stocks. An expanding body of theoretical research emphasizes the

importance of funding constraints as a friction that hampers arbitrage (e.g., Shleifer and

Vishny, 1997; Gromb and Vayanos, 2002; Brunnermeier and Pedersen, 2009; Gârleanu

and Pedersen, 2011; Liu and Mello, 2011). Recent empirical evidence (e.g., Mitchell,

Pedersen, and Pulvino, 2007; Mancini-Griffoli and Ranaldo, 2011; Mitchell and Pulvino,

2012) indeed suggests that the efficacy of arbitrage is affected by variation in funding

liquidity. Building on these studies, we hypothesize that changes in funding liquidity and

the overall intensity of arbitrage activity affect the price efficiency of many stocks at the

same time, thereby elevating the degree of co-movement in stock-level efficiency.

We first create an aggregate measure of market-wide co-movement in efficiency as

follows. For each of the five efficiency measures, we construct a monthly, market-wide

3We ensure that our estimates of co-movement in the stock-level efficiency measures are not simply
a different manifestation of co-movement in stock-level liquidity by orthogonalizing stock-level efficiency
with respect to different stock-level liquidity measures before running the regressions to estimate co-
movement in efficiency.
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measure of the degree of co-movement in efficiency as the equally-weighted average of the

monthly R2’s from the co-movement regressions of individual stocks. We then extract

the first principal component from the five resulting monthly, market-wide co-movement

in efficiency measures and use it as the main variable of interest in vector autoregres-

sions (VARs). As other endogenous variables, we include changes in the TED spread

(a common indicator of funding liquidity), hedge fund flows (a proxy for changes in the

amount of capital available for arbitrage activity), and the total number of quote updates

divided by aggregate dollar trading volume (a proxy for algorithmic trading, inspired by

Boehmer, Fong, and Wu, 2014). Since market liquidity is another important determi-

nant of the efficacy of arbitrage, we are careful to also include the degree of co-movement

in market liquidity as an endogenous variable and to allow it to affect co-movement in

efficiency in our VARs.

We find that shocks to funding liquidity and to variables that proxy for the intensity

of arbitrage activity have an economically and statistically significant impact on the de-

gree of co-movement in efficiency across stocks. In particular, shocks to the TED spread

and to hedge fund flows positively affect the degree of co-movement in efficiency in the

subsequent month, while a shock to algorithmic trading has a positive contemporaneous

effect on efficiency co-movement. These effects are over and beyond the impact of shocks

to these variables on co-movement in liquidity. These results indicate that funding liquid-

ity and the intensity of arbitrage activity are important factors that help us understand

the driving forces of co-movement in efficiency across stocks.

To our knowledge, no previous work studies co-movement in market efficiency mea-

sures for individual stocks. We view our analysis as relevant for at least two reasons. First,

we show that market efficiency, rather than being a static concept, exhibits significant

variation over time and across stocks, and that different efficiency measures co-move with

each other as well as across individual stocks. Second, we note that while prior work has
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extensively studied the link between funding liquidity and market liquidity (e.g., Brunner-

meier and Pedersen, 2009; Hameed, Kang, and Viswanathan, 2010) and between funding

liquidity and the level of market efficiency (e.g., Gromb and Vayanos, 2002; Gârleanu

and Pedersen, 2011; Mitchell, Pedersen, and Pulvino, 2007), our study demonstrates a

further connection between funding liquidity and the degree of co-movement in the effi-

ciency of price formation. Our results suggest that policy attempts to increase funding

liquidity may not only have a direct impact on trading costs and the aggregate level of

efficiency, but also on the degree of systematic variation in price efficiency. Further, our

results are complementary to Pasquariello’s (2014) important study of fluctuations in

financial market dislocations, which are constructed as an average of violations of arbi-

trage parities across stock, foreign exchange, and money markets. Our analysis instead

focuses on individual stocks (and stock options) and indicates that pricing efficiency of

individual stocks fluctuates over time in a systematic way.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we discuss the estimation of the

efficiency measures for individual stocks. Section 2 presents the sample and the esti-

mates of the efficiency measures. In Section 3, we document the degree of co-movement

in efficiency across different efficiency measures as well as across individual stocks and

portfolios of stocks. Section 4 analyzes the economic forces that drive co-movement in

efficiency across stocks. Section 5 concludes.

1. Efficiency measures

Market efficiency is a central concept in finance, and academic research has a longstand-

ing interest in measuring the extent to which financial markets or individual securities

exhibit efficient price formation. However, measuring efficiency is challenging, for ex-

ample because of the joint hypothesis problem (e.g., Fama, 1991) and because efficiency
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measures may be influenced by the information environment (e.g., Griffin, Kelly, and

Nardari, 2010). Perhaps as a result of these challenges, a number of distinct efficiency

measures have been developed in the literature. Some of these measures are designed

to capture the extent to which stock prices deviate from a random walk (e.g., return

predictability, variance ratios), while others aim to measure pricing errors relative to the

efficient market benchmark (e.g., Hasbrouck, 1993) or violations of the law of one price

across different markets (e.g., put-call parity deviations). Neither of these measures is

perfect, of course, but they have all been used in different lines of research.

Our purpose is to analyze the extent to which these different efficiency measures

co-move over time, both with each other and across individual stocks. We therefore

focus on efficiency measures that can be estimated at the stock-level and at a relatively

high frequency. Our search of the literature identifies five different measures that are

widely used and that can be estimated daily for a large cross-section of stocks: intraday

return predictability, variance ratios, Hasbrouck’s (1993) pricing errors, put-call parity

deviations, and the variance of intraday returns. In this section, we explain in detail how

we estimate each of these measures.

1.1 Intraday return predictability

Our first efficiency measure is based on the intraday predictability of individual stock

returns from past order flow or past returns. Several papers, including Hasbrouck and Ho

(1987), Chan and Fong (2000), Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2005), and Boehmer

and Wu (2007) explore and provide evidence of such return predictability, which we use

as an inverse indicator of market efficiency. Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2005)

argue that such predictability arises from a temporary disequilibrium because of dealers’

inability to accommodate autocorrelated order imbalances. Their evidence suggests that
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trading by astute arbitrageurs removes all return predictability over intervals of five

minutes or more, but some predictability remains at shorter horizons.

In line with these prior studies, we estimate the intraday return predictability of each

individual stock for each day in the sample based on regressions of stock returns over

short intervals within the day on order imbalance (dollar volume of buyer- minus seller-

initiated trades) in the previous interval. Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2005) show

that prices cease to be predictable from order flow in 30 minutes or less in 1996, and in

around five minutes in 2002. Since our sample period lasts till 2010, it is judicious to use

intervals shorter than five minutes to still capture meaningful predictability in the later

part of the sample period. In light of this consideration, we estimate predictability based

on intraday returns and order imbalances measured over one-minute intervals (with a

robustness check based on two-minute intervals).

We estimate the extent of short-horizon return predictability from order flow for each

stock i and day d in the sample as the R2 from the following regression, using intraday

data aggregated over one-minute intervals:

Ri,d,t = ai,d + bi,dOIBi,d,t−1 + εi,d,t, (1)

where Ri,d,t is the return of stock i in one-minute interval t on day d based on the mid-

quote associated with the last trade to the mid-quote of the first trade in the interval (we

use mid-quote returns to avoid the bid-ask bounce), and OIBi,d,t−1 is the order imbalance

for the same stock and day in the previous interval t − 1, computed as the difference

between the total dollar volume of trades initiated by buyers and sellers (OIB$). A

lower R2 from the regression in Eq. (1) indicates greater efficiency. We refer to the

efficiency measure based on this regression specification as OIB predictability.

To assess the robustness of our results to changes in the specification of the pre-

dictability regressions, we also estimate four alternative return predictability measures,
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each named after the single feature that distinguishes it from the OIB predictability mea-

sure. The allquotes measure is based on returns computed using all quotes within each

interval rather than only using quotes associated with trades; the 2minutes measure is

based on two-minute instead of one-minute intervals; and the oib# measure is based

on order imbalance expressed in number of trades rather than dollars. We also present

and discuss the results using the R2 from regressions of one-minute returns on their

one-minute lagged counterparts, instead of past order flows, and label this the autocorre-

lation measure. We discard stock-days with fewer than 20 observations for each of these

measures. In our analyses of co-movement in market efficiency, we use a comprehensive

Predictability measure that is constructed as the first principal component across the five

alternative return predictability measures (more details are provided below). We note

that our results are not affected when, instead of using the first principal component

across the five predictability measure, we use one representative predictability measure

(oib#) in our analysis of efficiency co-movement.

1.2 Variance ratios

The second efficiency measure we consider is a daily variance ratio that examines how

closely the price of individual stocks adheres to a random walk benchmark; this measure is

in line with, among others, Bessembinder (2003). The stock-level Variance ratio measure

is defined as |1− 30× V ar(1min)/V ar(30min)|, where V ar(1min) is the return variance

estimated from one-minute mid-quote returns within a day and V ar(30min) is the return

variance estimated from 30-minute mid-quote returns within a day. Variance ratios are

computed from mid-quote returns and do not utilize traded prices, mitigating the problem

of non-synchronous trading. Since estimates of daily variance ratios of individual stocks

can be noisy (Andersen, Bollerslev, and Das, 2001), we follow Lo and MacKinlay (1989;

see their equation (5)) and Charles and Darné (2009) and estimate daily variance ratios
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based on overlapping intraday returns. Since expected returns over such short intervals

are very close to zero, we set expected returns to zero in the computation of the variances.

We discard stock-days with fewer than 20 non-zero one-minute returns. The variance

ratio tends to unity as serial dependence in asset returns tends to zero; therefore, it

measures how closely the price adheres to a random walk.

1.3 Hasbrouck pricing errors

As a third efficiency measure, we estimate Hasbrouck’s (1993) pricing errors based on

intraday trades and quotes. Hasbrouck proposes a method to decompose stock prices into

random walk and stationary components. He refers to the stationary component (the

difference between the efficient price and the actual price) as the pricing error, which

he argues is a natural measure for price efficiency. We follow Hasbrouck and estimate

vector autoregression (VAR) models to estimate these components. As in Boehmer and

Kelley (2009), we estimate a five-lag VAR model based on intraday data for each stock-

day with at least one hundred trades. The endogenous variables of the model are: (i)

the logarithmic price return, from quote midpoints associated with trades,4 (ii) a trade

sign indicator, (iii) the signed volume (that is, the sign of the trade times the number

of shares traded), and (iv) the sign of the trade times the square root of the number of

shares traded. We sign all trades with trade prices above the prevailing quote midpoint

as buyer-initiated, and seller-initiated if they are below the quote midpoint. If the trade

occurred at the prevailing quote midpoint we set the sign of the trade to zero (following

Hasbrouck, 1993). As in Hasbrouck (1993), we set all lagged variables at the beginning

of each day to zero. We obtain the pricing error of each trade in a stock on a given

4Using mid-quote returns avoids the bid-ask bounce, but using returns from actual trade prices does
not alter the main results.
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day from the vector moving average representation of the VAR system (Beveridge and

Nelson, 1981) using Eq. (13) in Hasbrouck (1993).

Prior studies use the standard deviation of the intraday pricing errors as an inverse

measure of informational efficiency. However, for our purpose, we are more interested in

the magnitude of the pricing error rather than in its intraday variation. We thus take

the maximum of the absolute pricing errors of the trades in a stock on a given day as

an inverse measure of the price efficiency for that stock on that day and label it the

Hasbrouck measure. Since daily stock-level estimates of the maximum intraday pricing

error exhibit several large outliers, we use the logarithmic transformation of Hasbrouck

to mitigate their influence. In unreported tests, we obtain similar results when we follow

Boehmer and Kelley (2009) and use the daily standard deviation (instead of the daily

maximum) of the intraday pricing errors as an inverse measure of price efficiency.

1.4 Put-call parity deviations

Our fourth proxy for the price efficiency of individual stocks is a law of one price measure

derived from options markets. The use of this measure enhances our understanding of co-

movement in market efficiency by extending the notion of efficiency to derivatives markets

for individual stocks. This Put-call parity measure is estimated using the OptionMetrics

database as the absolute difference between the implied volatilities of a call and a put

option of the same series (i.e., pairs of options on the same underlying stock with the

same strike price and the same expiration date).5 We use end-of-day quotes from all

option series with positive implied volatilities that expire in two weeks to one year and

that have a strike-to-spot ratio between 0.95 and 1.05. We impose these conditions to

5This measure is also used in Cremers and Weinbaum (2010). These authors note that while, strictly
speaking, put-call parity does not hold as an equality for the American options on individual stocks, a
lower discrepancy in implied volatilities from binomial models nonetheless is indicative of more efficient
options and stock markets.
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ensure that our estimates of put-call parity deviations are based on near-the-money and

relatively short maturity options, which are typically the most liquid options (following

Pan, 2002). When more than one option pair satisfies these conditions for a given stock-

day, we take the average of the absolute differences between the implied volatilities of

the call and the put option across all option pairs. An advantage of this law of one price

measure is that it does not suffer from the joint hypothesis problem and is not affected by

the information environment in the way described by Griffin, Kelly, and Nardari (2010).

A drawback is that Put-call parity is a measure of the relative efficiency of the stock and

options markets.

1.5 Variance of intraday returns

Motivated by Bessembinder (2003) and Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2011), we in-

clude the variance of intraday returns as a fifth measure for the quality of price formation

of individual stocks. Bessembinder (2003) argues that intraday return volatility is an im-

portant inverse indicator of price formation quality. Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam

(2011) argue that intraday volatility may capture the degree of “noise” in the spirit of

Black (1986). We estimate the intraday return volatility of individual stocks each day as

the variance of one-minute mid-quote returns and refer to this variable as the Variance

measure. We discard stock-days with fewer than 20 non-zero one-minute returns for this

measure. Although each of the five efficiency measures used in this paper has limitations,

the intraday return variance measure is perhaps relatively more susceptible to debate,

for example because Morck, Yeung, and Yu (2000) argue that greater (idiosyncratic)

volatility is associated with more firm-specific information being incorporated into stock

prices. In our main analyses, we want to do justice to the wealth of different measures

used in the literature, but we rerun all of our tests excluding the intraday return variance

measure and obtain similar results.
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2. Sample and efficiency estimates

To estimate the five efficiency measures, we obtain data on all trades and quotes as well as

their respective sizes for individual U.S. stocks from the Thomson Reuters Tick History

(TRTH) database, which contains global tick-by-tick trade and quote data across asset

classes. TRTH is increasingly used in studies on high-frequency data, see, e.g., Lau,

Ng, and Zhang (2012), Marshall, Nguyen, and Visaltanachoti (2012), and Lai, Ng, and

Zhang (2014).6 Our data start in March 1996, which is the earliest month available in

the TRTH database. Our sample consists of all NYSE stocks that were traded at any

time during our sample period from March 1996 to December 2010 and that survive our

data screens. We include only NYSE stocks to prevent issues with differences in trading

volume definitions across NYSE and Nasdaq, see, e.g., Gao and Ritter (2010). We use

trades and (national best bid and offer) quotes on all U.S. exchanges on which these

NYSE stocks are traded. We apply a variety of filters to the data that are described in

the Appendix. Our final sample includes 2,157 NYSE stocks.

To estimate the predictability regressions in Eq. (1), we require at least one signed

trade in both the interval over which we calculate the return as well as the previous

interval. This leads us to drop a non-negligible fraction of the intraday intervals in the

early years of the sample period, but since the year 2000 almost all stocks have at least

one trade in almost all of the intraday intervals. We discard stock-days for which we

have fewer than 20 one-minute intervals with valid data on the stock return within that

interval and on the order imbalance or return in the preceding interval (in total 756,051

6To verify that our results do not depend on using TRTH instead of NYSE’s Trade and Quote
(TAQ) database, we compare the results based on TRTH to those based on TAQ for all 2,023 NYSE-
listed common stocks that were traded at any time over the period 1996-2000 and find that they are
very similar. For example, the pooled correlations between the input variables for the intraday return
predictability regressions (as reported in Table 1: number of trades, trading volume, average one-minute
mid-quote returns, average one-minute order imbalance in number of trades, and average one-minute
order imbalance in US$) range from 97.9% to 99.9% for these five variables. Further details are available
from the authors.
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stock-day observations), and days for which TRTH reports a data gap that overlaps with

the continuous trading session (in total 56 days). Our data filters allow us to estimate

Eq. (1) for on average 1,711 days over the period 1996-2010 across the 2,157 stocks in our

sample. We are able to use 14,253,093,209 transactions, signed by the Lee and Ready

(1991) method, in our analyses.7

Table 1 presents summary statistics of the return and order imbalance variables that

serve as inputs to our predictability regressions. For these variables, the table reports

cross-sectional summary statistics (the mean, standard deviation, as well as the median

and the 25th and 75th percentiles) of the stock-by-stock time-series averages. The average

number of trades per day is around 2,000. The average daily dollar trading volume is

0.025 or US$25m. The median one-minute mid-quote return is equal to −0.001 basis

point, which corresponds to −0.4 basis points per day. The negative median return is

likely driven by the fact that intraday returns tend to be lower than overnight returns

(Berkman, Koch, Tuttle, and Zhang, 2012, report negative mean and median open-to-

close returns for a sample of 3,000 U.S. stocks over 1996-2008). There is a slight positive

average order imbalance over the one-minute intervals in our sample.

Panel A of Table 2 presents the results of the daily return predictability regressions

estimated based on intraday data. As described in Section 1.1, the baseline predictability

measure (OIB predictability) is obtained from regressions of one-minute mid-quote returns

(computed using quotes associated with trades) on lagged dollar order imbalance. For

7The Lee/Ready algorithm classifies a trade as buyer- (seller-)initiated if it is closer to the ask (bid)
of the prevailing quote. If the trade is exactly at the midpoint of the quote, the trade is classified as
buyer- (seller-)initiated if the last price change prior to the trade is positive (negative). Of course, there
is inevitably some assignment error, so the resulting order imbalances are imperfect estimates, see, e.g.,
Aitken and Frino (1996), Ellis, Michaely, and O’Hara (2000), and Theissen (2001) for evidence on the
accuracy of the Lee/Ready algorithm for stocks traded on the Australian Stock Exchange, Nasdaq, and
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, respectively. Lee and Radhakrishna (2000) and Odders-White (2000)
indicate that the Lee/Ready algorithm is quite accurate for NYSE stocks, suggesting that assignment
errors should have minimal impact on the results.
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robustness, we also estimate four alternative predictability measures: allquotes, 2minutes,

oib#, and autocorrelation.

Consistent with prior research, Panel A of Table 2 shows that order imbalance posi-

tively predicts future returns over short intervals. The average coefficient on lagged order

imbalance across the approximately 3.2 million stock-day regressions ranges from 0.947

for the oib# measure to 6.169 for the 2minutes measure. The return autocorrelation

coefficient is also positive at 0.024. The first number in parentheses below the average

coefficient (“t-stat avg”) is the average t-statistic across all stock-day regressions. Al-

though for all measures except perhaps one (oib#), the simple average t-statistic does

not exceed critical values associated with conventional confidence levels, the t-statistics of

the individual stock-day regressions can be based on as few as 20 intraday observations.

The second number in parentheses in each column (“NW t-stat avg”), is the Newey-

West (1994) t-statistic computed based on the time-series of daily coefficient estimates

of individual stocks, which is then averaged across stocks. These t-statistics thus exploit

the power obtained from the time-series of predictability estimates obtained for each

stock, while accounting for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation using the Newey-West

procedure with automatic lag selection. They are similar in spirit to the t-statistics

used in the Fama-MacBeth (1973) approach, the difference being that the time-series of

coefficient estimates is not obtained from cross-sectional regressions, but from intraday

return predictability regressions estimated by stock-day. These average Newey-West t-

statistics are highly significant for all five predictability regressions reported in Panel A of

Table 2 and indicate that intraday returns exhibit significant predictability from lagged

order imbalance or returns.

A potential concern about the average Newey-West t-statistics is that they could be

driven by outliers, but unreported results show that median Newey-West t-statistics are
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actually considerably higher. We also test whether the average Newey-West t-statistic is

below 1.645 (the 5% critical value of a one-tailed t-test) and reject this hypothesis with

p-values below 0.001 for all predictability measures.

Panel A of Table 2 also shows that a large fraction (around 60-90%, depending on the

predictability measure) of the coefficients on lagged order imbalance and on lagged returns

in the individual stock-day predictability regressions are positive, and that 30-60% of

these coefficients are significant on an individual basis. The average R2 of the regressions

ranges from 1.7% for allquotes to 3.5% for oib#. Although these R2’s are modest, we

note that predicting stock returns is challenging and that the results are in line with prior

work on intraday return predictability (e.g., Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam, 2005).8

The degree of predictability varies considerably over time, as well as in the cross-

section. For example, the market-wide (equally-weighted) average OIB predictability R2

is 6.44% in 1996 but only 1.29% in 2010, and the average OIB predictability R2 in 1996

ranges from 2.4% for Sun Healthcare Group Inc. to 15.9% for Foodmaker Inc., with an

interquartile range of 1.69%.

Overall, Panel A of Table 2 provides evidence of significant intraday return pre-

dictability in our sample of all NYSE stocks over 1996-2010. The results also indicate

that the degree of predictability is robust across various specifications of the predictabil-

ity regressions. To compress the five return predictability measures in Panel A of Table

2 into one measure, for each stock we take the first principal component of the daily

time-series of the R2’s of the five different predictability regressions in Panel A and label

it the Predictability measure.

8In unreported tests, we also estimate an intraday predictability measure based on regressions that
include lagged order imbalance in dollars and in trades as well as lagged returns simultaneously, and
find considerably stronger return predictability based on all three variables.
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On average, this first principal component explains more than 45% of the total vari-

ation in the five predictability measures for individual stocks. The loadings on the first

principal component almost always have the same sign for all five predictability mea-

sures, with the exception of 91 out of the 2,058 stocks for which we could estimate the

predictability regressions. Since for these 91 stocks, the first principal component across

the five predictability measures cannot be unambiguously interpreted as increasing in

the degree of predictability, we discard them from the sample for the remainder of our

analyses. The average loading (across the remaining 1,967 stocks) of the first principal

component on the underlying predictability measures is 0.57 for OIB predictability, 0.50

for allquotes, 0.37 for 2minutes, 0.48 for oib#, and 0.21 for autocorrelation.9

Panel B of Table 2 presents cross-sectional summary statistics of the stock-by-stock

time-series averages of the five different efficiency measures. This panel is based on the

sample of stocks for which each efficiency measure could be estimated for at least 15 days

over the sample period.

The mean value of the Predictability measure (the first principal component of the

R2’s of the five predictability regressions in Panel A) across the 1,967 stocks in our sample

is equal to 3.58%, with an interquartile range of 2.75%.

The mean and median absolute deviations of the Variance ratio from unity are equal

to 0.87 and 0.76, respectively. These numbers are somewhat higher than the mean of

0.53 reported by Boehmer and Kelley (2009, see their Table 1), but that number is based

1-to-20 days variance ratios (instead of 1-to-30 minutes variance ratios as in our paper)

9The proportion of total variation explained by the second to fifth components (that is, their respec-
tive eigenvalues scaled by the sum of all eigenvalues) is equal to 20%, 16%, 12%, and 6%, respectively.
However, for none of the remaining 1,967 stocks do the five individual predictability measures exhibit
same-sign loadings on these components, so including these components in the Predictability measure
would no longer allow us to unambiguously interpret it as increasing in the degree of predictability as
picked up by the individual measures.
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and based on a sample of NYSE stocks that is about half the size of our sample and

likely tilted towards large and liquid stocks that may be more efficiently priced.

The mean (median) value of the Hasbrouck measure is 39 (24) basis points. These

numbers align well with the mean pricing error of 26 basis points reported by Hasbrouck

(1993) for a representative sample of 175 NYSE stocks in 1989. We would expect pricing

errors to be lower in our more recent sample, but we report the maximum rather than

the mean pricing error.

We are able to estimate the Put-call parity measure for 1,535 of the 2,157 stocks in our

sample, for on average 1,448 days over our sample period 1996-2010. The mean absolute

put-call parity deviation (expressed in terms of implied volatility) across stock-days in the

sample is 2.58%, with an interquartile range of 1.60%. These values closely correspond

to the put-call deviation estimates provided by Cremers and Weinbaum (2010) for a

similarly-sized sample of U.S. stocks over 1996-2005. Panel A of their Table 1 shows an

average put-call parity deviation of −0.978%, but this is an aggregation of positive and

negative deviations. Taking the average of the absolute values of the percentiles of the

distribution of their put-call parity deviation estimates reported in Panel B of their Table

1 yields an approximate average absolute deviation of 2.3% for their sample.

The time-series average of the variance of one-minute returns (Variance) has a cross-

sectional mean (median) of 0.03 (0.01). This mean corresponds to an annualized volatility

of 54%. An average annualized volatility of individual stocks of 54% may seem high,

but is consistent with other studies that compute volatility based on intraday returns

measured over very short intervals. As a comparison, Ben-David, Franzoni, and Moussawi

(2014) report an average return volatility of the returns of S&P500 stocks over one-second

intervals of 0.022 (see their Table 2), which corresponds to 53% annually.
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All of the stock-level efficiency measures in Panel B of Table 2 show substantial

cross-sectional standard deviations and interquartile ranges, illustrating that the degree

of market efficiency not only varies considerably over time, but also across individual

stocks.

3. Co-movement in efficiency measures

In this section, we investigate co-movement in time-varying stock-level efficiency across

the different efficiency measures (Section 3.1) and across individual stocks (Section 3.2).

3.1 Co-movement in efficiency across measures

In Table 3, we assess the extent of co-variation across the five different efficiency measures

by presenting pooled Spearman correlations across all of the measures. Each correlation is

based on the common sample of stock-days for which both measures could be estimated.

The main takeaway from the table is that correlations across the efficiency measures are

generally economically substantial and highly statistically significant, with the exception

of those involving the Variance ratio measure. For example, the Hasbrouck measure has a

pooled correlation of 38.68% with Predictability, 40.03% with Put-call parity, and 52.48%

with Variance. The correlation between the Put-call parity and Variance measures is

38.77%. Correlations between the Predictability measure and Put-call parity or Variance

are somewhat weaker, but still non-negligible and also highly statistically significant.10

10We note that the pooled correlations in Table 3 may in part be driven by a common time trend.
We acknowledge that correlations based on trending variables could to some degree be spurious. At
the same time, we are interested in the extent to which different efficiency measures reflect any trends
in the price efficiency of individual stocks in a similar way. In the same vein, Goyenko, Holden, and
Trzcinka (2009) do not detrend the underlying variables in their analysis of the extent of co-variation
across high- and low-frequency measures of market liquidity. Nonetheless, unreported analyses show that
the pooled correlations in Table 3 are only moderately smaller (and still highly statistically significant,
with the exception of those involving Variance ratio) when we first detrend the efficiency measures at
the stock-level, or when we estimate pooled correlations across stock-days each month and then average
correlations across months.
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The results in Table 3 point to important common variation across four of the five

widely used stock-level measures of market efficiency. Interestingly, variation in the

Variance ratio measure is essentially independent of variation in any of the other efficiency

measures. The correlations between Variance ratio and the other measures are all below

10% in absolute value, and even significantly negative (though small in absolute terms) in

some cases. We conclude that there is an important common component to the variation

of various stock-level market efficiency measures, but correlations are less than perfect

(most notably for variance ratios). Given the noise inherent in each of the individual

efficiency measures, it seems reasonable to rely upon more than a single measure of

market efficiency in empirical research.

3.2 Co-movement in efficiency across stocks

We now set out to accomplish one of our primary goals by examining whether there is

significant co-movement in the market efficiency measures across stocks. To estimate

the degree of co-movement in efficiency across stocks, we run time-series regressions

of changes in the efficiency of individual stocks on contemporaneous, lead, and lagged

changes in market-wide efficiency. Specifically, we estimate the degree of co-movement

in efficiency each month for each stock i in the following regression:

∆Effi,d = αi + βi∆MktEffi,d + γi∆MktEffi,d−1 + δi∆MktEffi,d+1 + ηi,d, (2)

where ∆Effi,d is the change in the efficiency of stock i on day d, and ∆MktEffi,d is

the change in market-wide efficiency (defined as the equally-weighted average efficiency

change across all stocks in our sample excluding stock i). We require at least 15 daily

observations for a given stock within the month to estimate Eq. (2) for that stock in that

month. Inspired by Morck, Yeung, and Yu (2000), we use the R2 from the co-movement
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regressions in Eq. (2) as an indicator for the degree of co-movement in market efficiency

across stocks.

We estimate Eq. (2) each month for each stock based on daily changes in our five

stock-level efficiency measures: Predictability, Variance ratio, Hasbrouck, Put-call parity,

and Variance. Our motivation for estimating Eq. (2) monthly based on daily stock-level

efficiency estimates within the month is two-fold. First, estimating Eq. (2) over longer

time frames (for example, one year or even the full 15-year sample period) could lead us

to underestimate the degree of co-movement in efficiency, since restricting the coefficients

to be constant over time while the degree of co-movement is time-varying depresses the

R2. Second, the monthly co-movement regressions yield monthly R2 estimates of the

degree of co-movement in efficiency across stocks, which we later use to examine the

determinants of time-variation in co-movement in efficiency.

One issue that arises is how our stock-level efficiency measures are related to stock-

level liquidity. If stock-level efficiency and liquidity are hard to distinguish empirically,

our analysis of co-movement in efficiency might be perceived as a reiteration of the

extensive literature on co-movement in liquidity (e.g., Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam,

2000; Hasbrouck and Seppi, 2000; Huberman and Halka, 2001). However, unreported

results show that our five stock-level efficiency measures are generally not very strongly

correlated with three common stock-level illiquidity proxies: the proportional quoted bid-

ask spread (PQSPR), the proportional effective spread (PESPR, defined as two times the

absolute difference between the transaction price and the quote midpoint, scaled by the

quote midpoint), and the Amihud (2002) illiquidity proxy (Amihud).11

11In particular, of the 15 time-series correlations (averaged across stocks) of the five efficiency measures
with the three illiquidity proxies, 12 are between −0.15 and 0.15. The remaining three correlations are
0.33 between Predictability and PESPR and 0.24 and 0.49 between Variance and PQSPR and PESPR,
respectively. Detailed results are available from the authors.
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Nonetheless, to ensure that any co-movement in the efficiency of individual stocks we

detect is not driven by underlying co-movement in their (il)liquidity, we first orthogonalize

the daily changes in each of the five efficiency measures at the stock-level with respect to

changes in that stock’s illiquidity (PQSPR; we obtain similar results when we use PESPR

or the Amihud measure, and slightly stronger results when we do not orthogonalize at all).

We then run the co-movement regressions in Eq. (2) of orthogonalized changes in stock-

level efficiency on contemporaneous, lead, and lagged orthogonalized changes in market

efficiency (defined as the equally-weighted average changes in efficiency, orthogonalized

with respect to illiquidity changes, across all stocks in our sample, excluding stock i).

Furthermore, when we subsequently analyze the economic drivers of co-movement in

efficiency in Section 4 below, we make sure to account for time-variation in co-movement

in liquidity in such a way that any impact of proxies for funding liquidity and the intensity

of arbitrage activity on co-movement in efficiency that we measure is over and above their

effect on co-movement in liquidity.12

3.2.1 Monthly co-movement in efficiency across stocks

Table 4 presents the results of our regressions to estimate co-movement in each of the

five efficiency measures across individual stocks. The table reports the average regres-

sion coefficients across all co-movement regressions estimated by stock-month for each

efficiency measure. The number of stock-month regressions varies from roughly 75,000

12We also note that, as pointed out by Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2008), illiquidity does not
necessarily imply any return predictability from order flow or past returns. In Kyle (1985), even though
markets are illiquid, prices are martingales because market makers are risk-neutral. On the other hand,
in inventory-based models, return predictability from order flow can arise if market makers have capital
constraints or limited risk-bearing capacity that prevent them from conducting arbitrage trades that
mitigate the predictability (Stoll, 1978). So, in a sense, our measure of predictability, or lack thereof,
is a measure of the efficacy of such short-horizon arbitrage. Our interpretation of return predictability
as a deviation from efficiency is consistent with Samuelson’s (1965) definition of efficiency as “properly
anticipated prices fluctuate randomly.”
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for the Put-call parity measure to almost 180,000 for the Variance ratio and Variance

measures.

The table reveals evidence of significant co-movement in efficiency across stocks. The

average coefficient on contemporaneous changes in market-wide efficiency across the indi-

vidual stock-month regressions is positive and economically substantial for all efficiency

measures, ranging from 0.717 for the Put-call parity measure to 0.907 for the Variance

ratio measure. The average t-statistic of this coefficient is not significant at conventional

significant levels for any of the efficiency measures, but this is to be expected in light

of the fact that the individual coefficients are estimated based on at most about 20

observations (i.e., the number of trading days) per month.

As in Panel A of Table 2, we therefore also report average Newey-West t-statistics

across stocks. These t-statistics are considerably higher, at 2.3 for Predictability, 3.6 for

Variance ratio, 4.9 for Variance, 3.5 for Hasbrouck, and 3.4 for Put-call parity, which

indicates statistically significant co-movement in efficiency across individual stocks for

all five efficiency measures.

As in Table 2, average Newey-West t-statistics could be driven by outliers, but median

Newey-West t-statistics are also significant at the 5% level or better for all five co-

movement regressions in Table 4. Furthermore, we reject the hypothesis that the average

Newey-West t-statistic is below 1.645 (the 5% critical value of a one-tailed t-test) with

p-values below 0.001 for all five co-movement regressions.

For each of the five efficiency measures, a clear majority (at least 59% and up to 80%)

of the individual coefficients on contemporaneous changes in market-wide efficiency are

positive. At least 9% (Predictability) and up to 34% (Variance) of the coefficients are

positive and significant on an individual basis. The fraction of individual t-statistics that

is significant is thus not overwhelming, but we note that they are based on at most around
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20 observations. There is little evidence that the lead and lagged changes in market-wide

efficiency are important in explaining time-variation in the efficiency of individual stocks.

The average (adjusted) R2’s of the co-movement regressions in Table 4 are substan-

tial and range from 20.3% (3.0%) for Hasbrouck to 30.3% (15.2%) for Variance. The

co-movement R2’s for the five efficiency measures in Table 4 are of the same order of

magnitude as the R2’s of similar monthly regressions to estimate co-movement in liq-

uidity as reported by Karolyi, Lee, and van Dijk (2012), who find that the R2 for these

regressions based on NYSE stocks averaged around 23% over the period 1995-2009. Co-

movement in efficiency is thus roughly an equally strong phenomenon as co-movement in

liquidity across individual stocks.

Overall, Table 4 presents evidence of economically and statistically significant co-

movement in efficiency across stocks. In unreported robustness tests, we estimate the

co-movement regressions in Eq. (2) based on efficiency levels orthogonalized with respect

to liquidity levels rather than based on efficiency changes orthogonalized with respect

to liquidity changes, and based on contemporaneous market efficiency as the only inde-

pendent variable (that is, no lead and lagged market-wide efficiency), and obtain similar

results. We also obtain similar results when we compute market-wide efficiency as the

value-weighted (instead of the equally-weighted) average efficiency across all stocks in

our sample, excluding stock i. And although we lose a substantial number of degrees of

freedom when we analyze co-movement in efficiency at the quarterly frequency instead

of the monthly frequency, the main results in the paper also obtain when we estimate

the degree of efficiency co-movement quarterly based on daily data within the quarter.

In all of these robustness tests, we orthogonalize (the changes in) each of the stock-level

efficiency measures with respect to (the changes in) the stock-level PQSPR before esti-

mating and analyzing the degree of co-movement in efficiency, and the results are robust

when other liquidity measures (PESPR and Amihud) are used for orthogonalization.
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3.2.2 Monthly co-movement in efficiency across portfolios

In this section, we address the question whether the degree of co-movement in efficiency

is different for different equity segments. There are at least two reasons for why such an

analysis is interesting. First, the degree of co-movement in efficiency uncovered in Table

4 is mitigated by both estimation noise and idiosyncratic components in the efficiency

of individual stocks. Looking at portfolios of stocks might alleviate estimation noise

and expose a stronger image of co-movement. Second, from the perspective of portfolio

management, analyzing the co-movement of the efficiency of a portfolio of stocks with

the efficiency of the market is relevant, since investors that manage different portfolios of

securities might be concerned about the risk that multiple portfolios are simultaneously

exposed to variation in price efficiency.

Table 5 examines the degree of co-movement in efficiency for portfolios of stocks

sorted on their liquidity. As one of the most prominent stock-level limits to arbitrage,

liquidity seems a natural stock-level attribute based on which to distinguish different

market segments. Each year, we sort stocks into decile portfolios based on their average

proportional quoted bid-ask spread (PQSPR) over the year. We then estimate Eq. (2) by

running monthly regressions of daily changes in the efficiency of the ten liquidity-sorted

portfolios on contemporaneous, lead, and lagged changes in market efficiency (computed

as the equally-weighted average efficiency changes across the stocks not in the subject

portfolio). Just like in Table 4, we orthogonalize daily changes in each of the stock-

level efficiency measures with respect to stock-level PQSPR changes before computing

daily changes in portfolio-level efficiency as the equally-weighted average orthogonalized

efficiency changes across all stocks in the portfolio on that day and then estimating the

degree of co-movement in efficiency at the portfolio-level.
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Table 5 shows strong co-movement in efficiency at the portfolio-level for all liquidity

decile portfolios (for space considerations, Table 5 only reports the results for deciles 1,

2, 5, 9, and 10) based on all five efficiency measures. The coefficients on contempora-

neous changes in market efficiency are positive for all decile portfolios and for all five

efficiency measures and the Newey-West t-statistics are very high, indicating that the

contemporaneous coefficients are all five or more standard deviations away from zero.

(We note that these Newey-West t-statistics are not averages, since they are based on

one time-series of coefficient estimates per portfolio for each efficiency measure.) The

portfolio-level R2’s of the co-movement regressions in Eq. (2) are considerably greater

than the individual stock-level R2’s reported in Table 4, which suggests that estimation

noise and idiosyncratic components may dampen the degree of co-movement in efficiency

reported in Table 4.

Interestingly, the results in Table 5 indicate that the degree of co-movement in ef-

ficiency is much greater for liquid stocks than for illiquid stocks. For example, for the

Predictability measure, the adjusted R2 is equal to 5.0% for the most illiquid decile and

to 24.7% for the most liquid decile. Similarly, for the Hasbrouck measure, we obtain an

adjusted R2 of 12.8% for the most illiquid stocks and of 31.0% for the most liquid stocks.

The finding of a considerable difference in the degree of co-movement in efficiency of

liquid and illiquid stocks is remarkably consistent across the efficiency measures (with

the exception of Put-call parity) and is mainly driven by the relatively low degree of

co-movement of illiquid stocks. This finding suggests that illiquid stocks are relatively

shielded from market-wide fluctuations in the degree of price efficiency, and could thus

be viewed as less exposed to this potential form of systematic risk.13

13In addition to these results on the degree of co-movement of the efficiency of liquidity-sorted portfolio
with market-wide efficiency, in unreported analyses we also examine the degree of efficiency co-movement
within each of the ten liquidity-sorted portfolios and within five industry portfolios (based on the five
industries defined on the website of Ken French), and find little evidence of systematic differences in the
degree of within-segment co-movement in efficiency across these different market segments.
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4. What drives cross-stock co-movement in efficiency?

Our results in Section 3.2 indicate that five popular stock-level efficiency measures exhibit

significant co-movement across individual stocks. We now turn to an analysis of what

economic forces drive cross-stock co-movement in efficiency. We first develop hypotheses

and discuss the variable definitions (Section 4.1) and then present our measure of market-

wide co-movement in efficiency across stocks (Section 4.2), our methodology (Section 4.3),

and the empirical results (Section 4.4).

4.1 Hypotheses development and variable definitions

Since market efficiency is enforced in part by way of arbitrage, factors that affect the

efficacy of arbitrage in multiple stocks at the same time could induce co-movement in

efficiency across stocks. Recent theoretical and empirical research suggests that changes

in the availability of arbitrage capital are an important source of variation in arbitrage

efficacy. For example, in the theoretical models of Gromb and Vayanos (2002), Brunner-

meier and Pedersen (2009), Gârleanu and Pedersen (2011), and Liu and Mello (2011),

arbitrageurs are capital constrained and, as a result, may not be able to eliminate devi-

ations from efficient pricing. In several of these models, shocks to funding liquidity force

arbitrageurs to terminate their positions, which can lead to greater deviations from effi-

cient pricing and potentially trigger feedback loops that cause inefficiencies and funding

constraints to worsen in lockstep. Empirical studies by Mitchell, Pedersen, and Pulvino

(2007), Mancini-Griffoli and Ranaldo (2011), and Mitchell and Pulvino (2012) document

that funding liquidity is subject to significant fluctuations, and that improvements in

funding liquidity are associated with increased arbitrage efficacy in convertible bonds,

mergers, covered interest parity, credit default swaps, and closed-end funds. Since varia-

tion in the availability of arbitrage capital may affect the efficiency of multiple securities
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at the same time, thereby giving rise to common variation in their efficiency, we hy-

pothesize that changes in funding liquidity positively affect the degree of co-movement

in efficiency across stocks.

Our key proxy for the overall level of funding liquidity is the TED spread, which is

the difference between the three-month LIBOR and the three-month T-bill rate from the

FRED database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis and is a widely used indicator of

funding liquidity (Brunnermeier, Nagel, and Pedersen, 2008; Brunnermeier, 2009).14 We

note that it is not the level of the TED spread that we expect to be related to the degree

of co-movement in efficiency across stocks because as per Eq. (2), the degree of cross-

stock co-movement in efficiency is measured using regressions of changes in individual

stock efficiency on changes in market efficiency. In other words, co-movement in efficiency

arises as the result of simultaneous changes in the efficiency of many stocks. Thus, we

conjecture that changes in the TED spread induce changes in the overall intensity of

arbitrage activity, which in turn may result in changes in the degree of price efficiency for

many stocks at the same time, thereby increasing the level of co-movement in efficiency

across stocks. A priori, we have no hypothesis on potential asymmetric effects of changes

in funding liquidity, in the sense that an improvement of funding liquidity could have

a differential impact on cross-stock efficiency co-movement than a worsening of funding

liquidity. Consequently, our first hypothesis (H1) is that absolute changes in the TED

spread (or |∆TED spread|) positively affect the degree of co-movement in efficiency

across stocks.15

As a more direct proxy for the availability of arbitrage capital, we include Hedge

fund flow in our analysis, computed as the monthly percentage money inflow into hedge

14The notion is that the TED spread may proxy for counterparty risk, which, when elevated, can lead
to funding illiquidity.

15In unreported tests, we separate out positive and negative changes in the TED spread in our
empirical tests and find little evidence of asymmetric effects.
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funds.16 We expect hedge fund inflows to spur arbitrage activity in many securities

at the same time, thus elevating the degree of co-movement in efficiency across stocks.

Similarly, hedge fund outflows should diminish arbitrage activity in many stocks, thereby

jointly reducing their efficiency and thus also giving rise to efficiency co-movement. Since

Hedge fund flow is already a flow variable that measures changes in the amount of capital

available to hedge funds to engage in arbitrage activity, our second hypothesis (H2) is

that greater absolute hedge fund flows (|Hedge fund flow|) are associated with a greater

degree of co-movement in efficiency across stocks.17

Furthermore, we include a proxy for algorithmic trading as a measure of the intensity

of arbitrage and market making activity. Hendershott, Jones, and Menkveld (2011) and

Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan (2014) provide evidence that algorithmic trading is

associated with greater liquidity and more efficient pricing, which suggests that algorith-

mic or high-frequency traders play an important role in arbitrage and market making in

today’s markets. Consequently, more algorithmic trading should facilitate arbitrage in

many stocks, jointly improving their efficiency, and thus increasing the degree of efficiency

co-movement. Inspired by Boehmer, Fong, and Wu (2014), our proxy for the intensity of

algorithmic trading is defined as the total number of quote updates per month across all

the stocks in our sample divided by the aggregate dollar trading volume for those stocks

in the same month (Quotes/Volume). Since Quotes/Volume is already a flow variable

that is non-negative, we do not take changes or absolute values. Our third hypothesis

(H3) is therefore that Quotes/Volume positively affects the degree of co-movement in

efficiency across stocks.

16We thank Matti Suominen and LIPPER-TASS for data on hedge fund flows. The sample includes
all hedge funds that report their returns in U.S. dollars and have a minimum of 36 monthly return
observations over our sample period. See Jylhä, Rinne, and Suominen (2015).

17Again, in unreported tests, we find little evidence of an asymmetric effect of hedge fund flows when
separating out positive and negative values of Hedge fund flow.
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We further propose that the horizon over which any effect of these three key variables

(TED spread, Hedge fund flow, and Quotes/Volume) on the degree of cross-stock co-

movement in efficiency materializes depends on how directly they are related to actual

arbitrage activity on the stock market. Since Quotes/Volume arguably is a direct proxy

for actual arbitrage and market making activity on the stock market, it should have

an immediate (contemporaneous) impact on efficiency co-movement. Hedge fund flow

measures the availability of capital for a broad group of arbitrageurs that may be active

in a host of different markets, but arbitrageurs are free to act on increased flows with

a delay, so this variable may have lagged and/or contemporaneous relations with cross-

stock efficiency co-movement. Finally, since the TED spread is a general funding liquidity

proxy that is not directly related to arbitrage, we propose that this variable will influence

efficiency co-movement with a longer lag than Hedge fund flow. We collectively term the

arguments in this paragraph as Hypothesis H4.

4.2 Market-wide co-movement in efficiency

To test our hypotheses, we are interested in analyzing the relation of |∆TED spread|,

|Hedge fund flow|, and Quotes/Volume with the degree of co-movement in efficiency

across stocks. To that end, we first aggregate the five monthly, stock-level measures of

co-movement in efficiency (the R2’s from the five monthly co-movement regressions in

Table 4 based on the five different stock-level efficiency measures: Predictability, Variance

ratio, Hasbrouck, Put-call parity, and Variance) to the market-level by computing the

equally-weighted average R2 across individual stocks each month, separately for each

efficiency measure. (We obtain similar results when taking the value-weighted average.)

This procedure yields five different monthly, market-wide measures of co-movement in

efficiency.
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We then extract a single, comprehensive measure of monthly, market-wide co-movement

in efficiency via principal component analysis (PCA) of these five different monthly,

market-wide measures of co-movement in efficiency. We follow Hasbrouck and Seppi

(2000) and extract the principal components based on the correlation matrix. We find

that the first principal component explains 48% of the total variation in the five indi-

vidual market-wide measures of co-movement in efficiency. The proportion of the total

variation that each additional component or eigenvector represents (in other words, the

component’s eigenvalue divided by the sum of all eigenvalues) is equal to 19%, 12%, 11%,

and 10% for the second to fifth components, respectively.

Importantly, the loadings of the five different co-movement in efficiency measures on

the first principal component are all of the same sign, otherwise this component could

not be interpreted as representing aggregate variation in co-movement in efficiency. Since

the loadings on the second principal component are not of the same sign, including this

component in our aggregate co-movement in efficiency measure would lead to problems

in interpreting the resulting measure as being positively associated with the degree of

co-movement in each of the five efficiency measures. Consequently, we use only the

first principal component as representative of market-wide co-movement in efficiency.

The fact that this component explains almost half of the total variation and explains

almost 30% percent more variation than the next component lends credibility to the

view that this component captures the dominant variation in market-wide co-movement

in efficiency. The loading of the first principal component on the underlying co-movement

in efficiency measures is 0.37 for co-movement in Predictability, 0.50 for Variance ratio,

0.47 for Variance, 0.46 for Hasbrouck, and 0.43 for Put-call parity. The first principal
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component is thus representative of all five co-movement in efficiency measures and is

not dominated by one or more of these measures.18

To get a time-series of the first principal component, we standardize each of the five

co-movement in efficiency measures to have zero mean and unit standard deviation, and

multiply the matrix of standardized measures by the vector of the loadings of each mea-

sure on the component. We refer to the resulting measure as Co-movement in efficiency

in the remainder of the paper. Figure 1 presents a graph of the monthly time-variation

in this comprehensive measure of co-movement in efficiency. The figure shows that the

degree of co-movement is considerably greater in some periods than in others. Two fea-

tures of the co-movement dynamics stand out. First, the degree of co-movement tends

to spike during periods of financial turmoil, such as the Asian crisis in late 1997, the

LTCM / Russian debt crisis in September 1998, the burst of the internet bubble in early

2000, the quant crisis in the summer of 2007, and after the collapse of Lehman Broth-

ers in September 2008. Second, Figure 1 shows a slight upward trend in the degree of

co-movement in efficiency starting around 2006. A possible explanation for the latter

feature is the advent of algorithmic and high-frequency trading over the last five years

of our sample period (in part facilitated by the introduction of NYSE’s Hybrid Market

at the end of 2006), which has been linked to a generic improvement in price efficiency

(Hendershott and Moulton, 2011; Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan, 2014).

18In light of the low correlations between the Variance ratio measure and the other efficiency measures
reported in Table 3, one might wonder why we aggregate the five time-series of co-movement in efficiency
into a single, comprehensive efficiency co-movement measure here. However, as is indicated by the
relatively high loading of the first principal component on Variance ratio, the monthly degree of market-
wide co-movement in this measure is much more correlated with co-movement in the other efficiency
measures than the daily stock-level Variance ratio measure itself is correlated with the levels of the
other measures. Moreover, in unreported analyses, we obtain similar results when we drop the Variance
ratio measure from the co-movement analyses in this section altogether.
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4.3 Vector autoregression specification

A vector autoregression (VAR) is a natural way to analyze the dynamics of Co-movement

in efficiency in relation to proxies for funding liquidity and the intensity of arbitrage

activity, since all of these variables are endogenous and could influence each other both

contemporaneously and with a lag. We therefore estimate a multivariate VAR in which

Co-movement in efficiency is included as the last and thus most endogenous variable,

which can be influenced both contemporaneously and with a lag by shocks to all of the

other endogenous variables in the VAR.19

Since the TED spread is arguably the most exogenous of the funding liquidity mea-

sures we consider, we include it as the first variable in our VAR. We consider Hedge fund

flow to be a more direct proxy for changes in the amount of capital that is available

to arbitrageurs, and thus include it as the second variable in our VAR, so that it can

be influenced contemporaneously by shocks to the TED spread. As Quotes/Volume is

arguably a proxy for actual arbitrage activity that could be influenced by variation in

the availability of arbitrage capital as picked up by the TED spread and Hedge fund flow,

we include it after these two variables as the third endogenous variable in our VAR.

An important challenge for the analysis in this section is that time-variation in Co-

movement in efficiency could in part be driven by time-variation in the degree of co-

movement in liquidity, and both can be affected by funding liquidity. Indeed, prior

theoretical work (e.g., Brunnermeier and Pedersen, 2009) as well as empirical evidence

(e.g., Coughenour and Saad, 2004; Hameed, Kang, and Viswanathan, 2010) establishes

a link between funding liquidity and co-movement in liquidity. Hence, it may be hard

to distinguish between a direct effect of funding liquidity on Co-movement in efficiency

19In unreported analyses, we also estimate separate VARs to analyze time-variation in the degree of
co-movement in efficiency of liquid and illiquid stocks (defined as those in the decile portfolios of stocks
with the lowest and highest proportional quoted spread or PQSPR, as in Table 5), constructed in the
same way as Co-movement in efficiency but then based on these subsets of stocks.
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and an indirect effect running through co-movement in liquidity. Although this concern

is mitigated by the fact that we estimate Co-movement in efficiency based on changes

in stock-level efficiency that are orthogonalized with respect to changes in stock-level

liquidity, we further tackle this challenge by also including a measure of co-movement in

liquidity in the VAR. To that end, we construct a monthly measure of market-wide Co-

movement in liquidity based on the same methodology we use to estimate Co-movement in

efficiency, using the proportional quoted spread (PQSPR) as stock-level liquidity measure

in equivalent co-movement regressions to Eq. (2).20 We include Co-movement in liquidity

as the fourth endogenous variable in the VAR, just before Co-movement in efficiency as

the fifth and final variable, such that shocks to the funding liquidity and arbitrage proxies

can affect Co-movement in efficiency directly as well as indirectly through Co-movement

in liquidity.

Prior to usage as endogenous variables in the VAR, we detrend all five variables with

linear and quadratic trend terms (to preclude spurious results) and then standardize

all detrended variables to have zero mean and a standard deviation of one (for ease of

interpretation of the results).21 The number of lags in the VAR is determined using the

Akaike and Schwarz information criteria (AIC and SIC). The AIC indicates four lags,

while the SIC indicates one lag. For the sake of parsimony, we choose to report the

results of a one-lag VAR (as indicated by the SIC), but unreported results for a four-lag

VAR are similar. Table 6 presents summary statistics of the four potential determinants

of Co-movement in efficiency included in the VAR.

20Unreported robustness tests, available from the authors, show similar results when we construct
Co-movement in liquidity based on the proportional effective spread (PESPR) or the Amihud (2002)
illiquidity proxy instead of based on PQSPR.

21In unreported results, the Augmented Dickey Fuller test rejects the null-hypothesis of a unit root
for all variables included in the VAR with p-values below 0.01.
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4.4 Empirical results on economic drivers of co-movement in
efficiency

Table 7 reports contemporaneous correlations between the innovations (residuals) in the

five endogenous variables in the VAR. The variables are presented in the reverse order in

which they appear in the VAR, to highlight the results for Co-movement in efficiency,

which is our key variable of interest and the last (i.e., most endogenous) variable in

the VAR. There is a strong positive contemporaneous correlation between shocks to Co-

movement in efficiency and Co-movement in liquidity. Hence, even after orthogonalizing

stock-level efficiency with respect to liquidity, shocks to the degree of co-movement in

liquidity and efficiency are significantly related. Shocks to our proxy for algorithmic

trading (Quotes/Volume) also show a clear positive contemporaneous correlation with

shocks to Co-movement in efficiency. This finding is consistent with Hypothesis H3, and

also with the notion in Hypothesis H4 that the relation between shocks to the proxy

for algorithmic trading and Co-movement in efficiency materializes contemporaneously.

Both correlations are economically substantial. There is no significant contemporaneous

correlation between Co-movement in efficiency and shocks to the other two proxies for

funding liquidity and the intensity of arbitrage activity.

Shocks to Co-movement in liquidity are positively and significantly correlated with

shocks to the TED spread, Hedge fund flow, and Quotes/Volume, which indicates a

link between shocks to funding liquidity and liquidity co-movement, consistent with,

among others, Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) and Hameed, Kang, and Viswanathan

(2010). The table further shows significantly positive contemporaneous correlations be-

tween shocks to the TED spread and shocks to Hedge fund flow and Quotes/Volume,

which indicates a positive association between shocks to our broad funding liquidity

proxy and shocks to more direct proxies for the intensity of arbitrage activity.
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Because our baseline VAR has one lag, the coefficient estimates can be interpreted

as the results of Granger causality tests. We do not tabulate these coefficients because

the impulse response functions provided below are a better way to trace the impact of

innovations in one variable on others in the VAR system. However, we note that the coef-

ficients show evidence of |∆TED spread| positively Granger causing both Co-movement

in efficiency and Co-movement in liquidity, while |Hedge fund flow| positively Granger

causes Co-movement in efficiency. These findings are consistent with Hypotheses H1 and

H2, and also with Hypothesis H4 that effects of the TED spread and Hedge fund flow on

shocks to Co-movement in efficiency materialize with a lag.

Although the residual correlations and the Granger causality tests provide some initial

evidence on the relations between (shocks to) the endogenous variables in the VAR, they

do not account for the full dynamics of the VAR system, and for the fact that shocks to

the different endogenous variables are correlated (Table 7). Impulse response functions

(IRFs) provide a more complete picture by tracing the impact of a one time, unit standard

deviation, orthogonalized (using the inverse Cholesky decomposition) shock to one of the

endogenous variables on current and future values of the other endogenous variables.

Figure 2 presents IRFs that show the response (measured in standard deviations) of

the variable mentioned in the vertical legend to the right of the figure to a Cholesky

one standard deviation shock to the variable mentioned in the horizontal legend at the

top of the figure. Each IRF graph shows the response up to six months ahead (solid

line labeled “coef”; month 0 on the horizontal axis of the IRF graphs corresponds to

the contemporaneous response), as well as the bootstrapped 95% confidence bands based

on 1,000 runs (dashed lines labeled “lower” and “upper”). We note that these are not

cumulative IRFs, so the responses depicted in the graphs are those pertaining to each of

the individual horizons. As in Table 7, the variables are presented in the reverse order

in which they appear in the VAR, with the response of Co-movement in efficiency to
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shocks to each of the endogenous variables in the VAR depicted in the top row of IRFs

in Figure 2.

The main result in Figure 2 is that shocks to all three proxies for funding liquidity

and the intensity of arbitrage activity have a significant direct effect on Co-movement

in efficiency for at least one of the horizons under consideration. First, consistent with

Hypothesis H1, the response of Co-movement in efficiency to a shock to |∆TED spread|

(top right IRF in Figure 2) is positive and significant with a one- and two-month lag

and is economically meaningful, at 0.1 to 0.2 standard deviations for these horizons.

Second, the response of Co-movement in efficiency to a shock to |Hedge fund flow|

(fourth IRF on top row) is significantly positive with a one-month lag. This effect is

supportive of hypothesis H2 and, at around 0.15 standard deviations, non-trivial in mag-

nitude.22 Third, the contemporaneous response of Co-movement in efficiency to a shock

to Quotes/Volume (third IRF on top row) is significantly positive and economically large

(at more than 0.3 standard deviations), in line with Hypothesis H3. These results are also

by and large consistent with our conjecture in Hypothesis H4 that the direct arbitrage

proxy, Quotes/Volume, should have a contemporaneous impact and the other proxies

should have delayed impacts on efficiency co-movement. Specifically, the response of

Co-movement in efficiency to a shock in our proxy for algorithmic trading occurs con-

temporaneously, while it materializes one month after a shock to Hedge fund flow and

one to two months after a shock to the TED spread.

In line with expectations, we also find a significant contemporaneous response of Co-

movement in efficiency to a shock to Co-movement in liquidity (second IRF in the top

row). We would like to emphasize that the set-up of our VAR, with Co-movement in

efficiency as the most endogenous variable, implies that all three measures of funding

22In some of the robustness tests reported throughout this paper, the p-value of the response of
Co-movement in efficiency to a shock to |Hedge fund flow| in the past month increases to just above
0.05.
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liquidity and the intensity of arbitrage activity have a significant and independent effect

on Co-movement in efficiency that is not driven by their effect on Co-movement in

liquidity.

In the IRFs that depict the response of Co-movement in liquidity to shocks in the

other endogenous variables in the VAR (second row of Figure 2), we observe a significantly

positive and large response to a shock to the TED spread, as measured contemporaneously

as well as with a one-month lag. The effect of a shock to our proxy for algorithmic trading

on Co-movement in liquidity is harder to interpret. An increase in algorithmic trading

is associated with an increase in Co-movement in liquidity in the same month, but a

reduction in subsequent months. In the third and fourth rows of Figure 2, we find that

a shock to overall funding liquidity as picked up by the TED spread has a significantly

positive effect on both Hedge fund flow and Quotes/Volume, consistent with the view that

funding liquidity affects the availability of arbitrage capital and the intensity of arbitrage

activity.23

In sum, our VAR results are consistent with our central hypothesis that changes

in funding liquidity and the intensity of arbitrage activity affect the price efficiency of

many stocks at the same time, thereby inducing co-movement in market efficiency across

individual stocks. They also provide novel empirical support for theoretical models that

propose an important role for funding constraints as a determinant of the efficacy of

arbitrage, and thus of the degree of market efficiency.

23The estimation results of separate VARs for liquid and illiquid stocks (not tabulated) are consistent
with hypothesis H3 for liquid stocks, and with hypotheses H1 and H3 for illiquid stocks. We note that
these somewhat weaker results may in part be driven by the more noisy estimates of Co-movement in
liquidity and Co-movement in efficiency at the portfolio-level than at the market-level.
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5. Conclusions

Market efficiency remains central to the study of financial markets, but while several

measures of efficiency have been proposed, little is known how these measures vary over

time and whether they co-move across stocks. We address this gap in the literature by

considering how different high-frequency market efficiency measures co-move with each

other and across individual stocks.

We show that our stock-level market efficiency measures (intraday return predictabil-

ity, variance ratios, Hasbrouck’s (1993) pricing errors, put-call parity deviations, and the

variance of intraday returns) demonstrate considerable time-series and cross-sectional

variation. Further, correlations across these measures are mostly large and significant.

We also present evidence of significant co-movement in each of the efficiency measures

across individual stocks. Motivated by recent theoretical and empirical research, we

hypothesize that funding liquidity and the intensity of arbitrage activity are important

economic forces driving the degree of cross-stock co-movement in efficiency. To test

this hypothesis, we first extract the first principal component across all five monthly,

market-wide co-movement in efficiency measures and then include this variable as the

last variable in a vector autoregression that also includes proxies for funding liquidity

and the intensity of arbitrage activity and a measure of co-movement in liquidity as

endogenous variables. We show that shocks to funding liquidity (the TED spread) and

to variables that more directly measure the intensity of arbitrage activity (hedge fund

flows and a proxy for algorithmic trading) have a positive and significant effect on the

degree of co-movement in efficiency. Overall, our results point to a significant, systematic,

time-varying component in different price efficiency measures for individual stocks, and

to a material role of funding liquidity and the intensity of arbitrage activity in driving

fluctuations in the strength of this component.
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Recognizing that market efficiency is dynamic and co-moves across individual stocks

opens new vistas for research. First, it would be worth exploring whether there is global

co-movement in market efficiency across stock markets in different countries. This would

allow us to ascertain the extent to which the quality of price formation in markets across

the world has a systematic component, and whether fluctuations in global funding liq-

uidity affect the degree of global co-movement in efficiency. Second, it would be worth

investigating whether co-movement in market efficiency measures extends to other asset

classes such as fixed income securities, foreign exchange, and derivatives. These and

other issues are left for future research.
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Appendix: Data Filters

This appendix describes the data filters applied to the high-frequency data. Each day

in our sample period from March 1996 to December 2010, we include all NYSE-listed

common stocks (i.e., CRSP PERMNOs with sharecode 10 or 11) with a previous day

closing price above $5 in our sample. We collect data on all trades and quotes for these

stocks from the Thomson Reuters Tick History (TRTH) database (using consolidated

data across all U.S. exchanges). We discard trades that fall outside the continuous trading

session (9:30 am till 4:00 pm U.S. EST/EDT) on the NYSE (in total 67,561,089 trades).

We also discard trades with a negative price (51,905 trades) or a price that is more than

10% different from the trade price of the ten surrounding trades (130,930 trades). We

further drop trades of more than 100,000 shares (1,750,630 trades) since large trades are

often negotiated before they get reported (Glosten and Harris, 1988). We discard quotes

outside the continuous trading session (252,266,477 quotes), quotes with a non-positive

bid or ask price (651,568 quotes), quotes of which the bid price exceeds the ask price

(128,701,417 quotes). We also discard a number of quotes we regard as outliers, defined

as those for which (i) the bid (ask) price is more than 10% different from the average

bid (ask) price of the ten surrounding quotes, (ii) the ask price is more than $5 higher

than the bid price, or (iii) the proportional quoted spread is greater than 25%. A total of

6,550,437 quotes are discarded because of these criteria. We note that while the absolute

numbers of trades and quotes excluded because of these data screens are large, they are

small relative to the total number of trades and quotes in the sample. Our data screens

lead us to discard less than 0.05% of all trades and less than 1% of all quotes. Our

final sample consists of 2,157 stocks and 14,253,093,209 trades, of which 99.6% could be

signed using the Lee and Ready (1991) algorithm. Because of a decrease in reporting

errors since 1998 (Madhavan, Richardson, and Roomans, 2002), we do not use a delay

between a trade and its associated quote.
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Table 1 – Summary statistics of input variables for intraday return predictability regressions

This table reports the cross-sectional (across the 2,157 NYSE stocks in the sample) mean, standard devi-
ation (“SD”), first quartile (“25%”), median, and third quartile (“75%”) of the time-series average by stock of
the daily number of trades (#trades), daily trading volume in US$ billions (dollar volume), average one-minute
mid-quote returns within the day in basis points (1-min mid-quote return), average difference between the
total number of trades initated by buyers and sellers (order imbalance in number of trades) over one-minute
intervals (1-min oib#), and the average difference between the total dollar volume of trades initiated by buyers
and sellers (order imbalance in US$) over one-minute intervals (1-min oib$). The first column indicates the
number of stocks over which the summary statistics are computed. The sample includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed
common stocks from 1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens (described in the Appendix). Data to compute
all variables are from TRTH.

#Stocks Mean SD 25% Median 75%

#trades 2,157 2,015 4,798 79 432 1,797

dollar volume 2,157 0.025 0.062 0.001 0.006 0.021

1-min mid-quote return 2,157 -0.007 0.255 -0.023 -0.001 0.011

1-min oib# 2,157 0.067 0.138 0.001 0.023 0.094

1-min oib$ 2,157 3,052 7,077 4 520 2,616
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Table 2 – Intraday return predictability regressions and summary statistics of stock-level efficiency
measures

Panel A of this table reports the average results of the return predictability regressions from Eq. (1), es-
timated daily based on intraday data for each of the NYSE stocks in the sample. Each of the five columns
presents the results of a different way to estimate the predictability of one-minute (or two-minute) returns
from lagged order imbalance (OIB) or lagged returns: OIB predictability, allquotes, 2minutes, oib#, and
autocorrelation. Section 1.1 discusses all five return predictability measures in detail. The first number in each
column is the average slope coefficient across all stock-day predictability regressions. The OIB coefficient is
scaled by 109 for the OIB predictability, allquotes, and 2minutes regressions and by 104 for the oib# regressions.
The average t-statistics (“t-stat avg”) and the average Newey-West (1994) t-statistics (“NW t-stat avg”) are in
parentheses below the coefficients. “% positive” is the percentage of positive coefficients, and “% + significant”
is the percentage with t-statistics greater than 1.645 (the 5% critical level in a one-tailed test). Intercepts
have been suppressed to conserve space. The last three rows report the average R2 and adjusted R2 across all
regressions and the number of stock-day predictability regressions.

Panel B reports the cross-sectional mean, standard deviation (“SD”), first quartile (“25%”), median, and third
quartile (“75%”) of the time-series average by stock of five daily stock-level efficiency measures: Predictability,
Variance ratio, Hasbrouck, Put-call parity, and Variance. Predictability is the common factor extracted via princi-
pal component analysis by stock of the daily R2’s from the five intraday return predictability measures from Panel
A. Variance ratio is the daily, absolute difference between one and 30 times the ratio of the variance estimated
from one-minute mid-quote returns to the variance estimated from 30-minute mid-quote returns. Hasbrouck is
the daily maximum of the absolute intraday pricing errors extracted from a decomposition of observed prices into
efficient prices and a stationary component (Hasbrouck, 1993). Put-call parity is the absolute difference between
the implied volatilities of near-the-money call and put options of the same series (i.e., pairs of options on the
same underlying stock with the same strike price and the same expiration date). Variance is the daily return
variance estimated from one-minute mid-quote returns. Section 1 discusses all five stock-level efficiency measures
in detail. The first column indicates the number of stocks over which the summary statistics are computed.

The full sample includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed common stocks from 1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens
(described in the Appendix). Data are from TRTH. Data to compute Put-call parity are from OptionMetrics.

Panel A: Intraday return predictability regressions (with dependent variable Returnt)

Predictability measure: OIB predictability allquotes 2minutes oib# autocorrelation

OIBt−1 4.380 3.792 6.169 0.947

Returnt−1 0.024

t-stat avg (1.254) (0.779) (0.863) (1.852) (0.370)

NW t-stat avg (8.385) (7.042) (7.800) (10.657) (3.614)

% positive 81.61 72.03 74.62 88.71 58.00

% + significant 45.75 31.85 35.10 61.67 28.82

R2 (in %) 2.55 1.72 2.57 3.47 1.83

adj. R2 (in %) 1.60 0.75 1.45 2.51 0.79

# regressions 3,175,645 3,263,908 3,391,138 3,271,527 3,097,085
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Table 2 – continued

Panel B: Summary statistics of stock-level efficiency measures

#Stocks Mean SD 25% Median 75%

Predictability 1,967 3.58 1.97 2.09 2.72 4.84

Variance ratio 2,130 0.87 0.38 0.63 0.76 0.97

Hasbrouck 1,769 0.39 0.44 0.15 0.24 0.46

Put-call parity 1,535 2.58 2.04 1.47 2.09 3.07

Variance 2,130 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03
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Table 3 – Pooled correlations of daily stock-level efficiency measures

This table reports pooled Spearman rank correlations (in %) between five daily stock-level efficiency
measures. The table includes the following five efficiency measures: Predictability, Variance ratio, Hasbrouck,
Put-call parity, and Variance. We refer to Table 2 for a description of all five stock-level efficiency measures.
P -values are in parentheses below the coefficients. The full sample includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed common
stocks from 1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens (described in the Appendix of the paper). Data are from
TRTH. Data to compute Put-call parity are from OptionMetrics.

Predictability Variance ratio Hasbrouck Put-call parity Variance

Predictability 100.00
(0.00)

Variance ratio -7.76 100.00
(0.00) (0.00)

Hasbrouck 38.68 -0.05 100.00
(0.00) (0.55) (0.00)

Put-call parity 17.68 2.16 40.03 100.00
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Variance 13.17 -3.06 52.84 38.77 100.00
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
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Table 4 – Co-movement regressions of daily changes in stock-level efficiency on changes in market
efficiency

This table reports the average results of the efficiency co-movement regressions from Eq. (2), estimated
monthly based on daily data for each NYSE stock in the sample. The dependent variable ∆Effi,d is the change
in the efficiency of stock i on day d, orthogonalized with respect to the change in stock i’s proportional quoted
spread (PQSPR) on day d. The independent variable ∆MktEffd is the (orthogonalized) change in market-wide
efficiency on day d, computed as the equally-weighted average change in efficiency (orthogonalized with respect
to the change in PQSPR) of all individual stocks on day d, excluding stock i. Each co-movement regression
also includes a one-day lead and lag of (orthogonalized) changes in market-wide efficiency. Each of the five
columns in the table presents the results of the co-movement regressions based on a different stock-level efficiency
measure: Predictability, Variance ratio, Hasbrouck, Put-call parity, and Variance. We refer to Table 2 for a
description of all five stock-level efficiency measures. Each column presents the average slope coefficients across
all stock-month co-movement regressions. The average t-statistics (“t-stat avg”) and the average Newey-West
(1994) t-statistics (“NW t-stat avg”) are in parentheses below the coefficients. “% positive” is the percentage of
positive coefficients, and “% + significant” is the percentage with t-statistics greater than 1.645 (the 5% critical
level in a one-tailed test). Intercepts have been suppressed to conserve space. The last three rows report the
average R2 and adjusted R2 across all regressions and the number of stock-month co-movement regressions.
The full sample includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed common stocks from 1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens
(described in the Appendix). Data are from TRTH. Data to compute Put-call parity are from OptionMetrics.

Dependent variable: ∆Effi,d

Efficiency measure: Predictability Variance ratio Hasbrouck Put-call parity Variance

∆MktEffd 0.813 0.907 0.889 0.717 0.789

t-stat avg (0.288) (0.539) (0.430) (0.592) (1.534)

NW t-stat avg (2.313) (3.607) (3.523) (3.426) (4.937)

% positive 59.95 67.26 65.49 68.60 79.94

% + significant 9.29 14.07 11.44 15.58 34.55

∆MktEffd−1 0.025 0.002 0.019 0.014 0.013

t-stat avg (0.013) (-0.002) (0.009) (0.017) (0.047)

NW t-stat avg (0.043) (-0.021) (0.051) (0.011) (0.219)

% positive 50.05 49.40 50.18 49.97 50.28

% + significant 6.75 6.75 6.31 6.45 7.84

∆MktEffd+1 0.024 0.000 0.037 0.025 0.027

t-stat avg (0.012) (-0.003) (0.020) (0.036) (0.029)

NW t-stat avg (0.082) (-0.021) (0.113) (0.146) (0.142)

% positive 50.30 49.62 50.28 50.50 50.45

% + significant 7.01 6.53 6.52 7.24 6.93

R2 (in %) 20.77 22.68 20.28 22.40 30.27

adj. R2 (in %) 3.86 6.01 2.99 5.18 15.19

# regressions 135,784 178,867 85,957 75,460 178,867
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Table 5 – Co-movement regressions of daily changes in portfolio-level efficiency on changes in
market efficiency

This table reports the average results of the efficiency co-movement regressions from Eq. (2), estimated
monthly based on daily data for ten “liquidity portfolios” formed yearly by sorting all NYSE stocks in the
sample on the basis of their average proportional quoted spread (PQSPR) over the year. The dependent variable
∆Effp,d is the (orthogonalized) change in the efficiency of liquidity portfolio p on day d, which is computed
as the equally-weighted average change in efficiency (orthogonalized with respect to the change in PQSPR) of
all individual stocks in the portfolio on day d. The independent variable ∆MktEffd is the (orthogonalized)
change in market-wide efficiency on day d, computed as the equally-weighted average change in efficiency
(orthogonalized with respect to the change in PQSPR) of all individual stocks not in the subject portfolio on day
d. Each co-movement regression also includes a one-day lead and lag of (orthogonalized) changes in market-wide
efficiency. The five columns in the table present the results of the portfolio-level co-movement regressions for
liquidity portfolios 1 (most liquid), 2, 5, 9, and 10 (least liquid). Each column presents the results for one
portfolio based on five different stock-level efficiency measures: Predictability, Variance ratio, Hasbrouck, Put-call
parity, and Variance. We refer to Table 2 for a description of all five stock-level efficiency measures. Each
column presents the average slope coefficients across all portfolio-month co-movement regressions. The average
t-statistics (“t-stat avg”) and the Newey-West (1994) t-statistics (“NW t-stat”) are in parentheses below the
coefficients. “% positive” is the percentage of positive coefficients, and “% + significant” is the percentage with
t-statistics greater than 1.645 (the 5% critical level in a one-tailed test). Intercepts and coefficients on the lead
and lagged independent variable have been suppressed to conserve space. The table also reports the average
R2 and adjusted R2 across all regressions for each portfolio and for each efficiency measure. The full sample
includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed common stocks from 1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens (described in the
Appendix). Data are from TRTH. Data to compute Put-call parity are from OptionMetrics.

Dependent variable: ∆Effp,d

Liquidity portfolio: liquid 2 5 9 illiquid

Efficiency measure: Predictability

∆MktEffd 0.903 0.819 0.633 0.602 0.303

t-stat avg (2.090) (2.327) (1.843) (1.164) (0.560)

NW t-stat (14.177) (15.864) (15.958) (9.596) (5.025)

% positive 93.22 94.35 87.57 81.36 70.06

% + significant 54.80 58.76 46.89 33.90 16.38

R2 (in %) 36.46 39.22 34.23 25.23 19.86

adj. R2 (in %) 24.66 27.94 21.99 11.31 4.97
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Table 5 – continued

Dependent variable: ∆Effp,d

Liquidity portfolio: liquid 2 5 9 illiquid

Efficiency measure: Variance ratio

∆MktEffd 0.837 0.894 0.945 0.882 0.574

t-stat avg (3.481) (4.117) (4.822) (2.956) (1.388)

NW t-stat (19.994) (23.364) (25.082) (16.944) (9.896)

% positive 97.18 100.00 98.31 94.92 91.53

% + significant 81.92 80.79 87.01 74.01 36.16

R2 (in %) 53.65 57.23 60.80 46.61 27.30

adj. R2 (in %) 44.98 49.26 53.43 36.64 13.80

Efficiency measure: Hasbrouck

∆MktEffd 1.052 1.009 0.818 0.572 0.471

t-stat avg (2.784) (3.050) (2.676) (2.017) (1.617)

NW t-stat (18.458) (22.721) (20.482) (15.309) (13.494)

% positive 98.31 98.31 97.74 88.14 88.70

% + significant 70.06 73.45 63.84 49.15 39.55

R2 (in %) 41.77 41.69 39.60 32.91 26.56

adj. R2 (in %) 30.98 30.84 28.32 20.41 12.84

Efficiency measure: Put-call parity

∆MktEffd 0.394 0.455 0.672 1.104 1.481

t-stat avg (2.682) (2.809) (3.430) (3.160) (2.359)

NW t-stat (14.112) (21.750) (23.604) (17.169) (16.398)

% positive 96.61 96.61 96.61 95.48 96.05

% + significant 61.58 72.88 77.97 70.62 62.71

R2 (in %) 37.51 39.81 46.96 43.65 34.55

adj. R2 (in %) 25.83 28.52 37.03 33.11 22.31

Efficiency measure: Variance

∆MktEffd 0.414 0.438 0.585 1.053 1.796

t-stat avg (4.980) (5.382) (5.734) (4.359) (1.881)

NW t-stat (14.998) (11.151) (13.121) (11.931) (7.553)

% positive 97.74 98.87 98.87 93.22 85.88

% + significant 85.31 82.49 84.18 72.88 42.94

R2 (in %) 55.83 57.86 58.80 50.37 28.79

adj. R2 (in %) 47.59 49.97 51.10 41.07 15.52
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Table 6 – Summary statistics of potential determinants of monthly co-movement in efficiency

This table reports the time-series mean, standard deviation (“SD”), first quartile (“25%”), median, and
third quartile (“75%”) of four potential determinants of monthly market-wide co-movement in efficiency. TED
spread is the monthly difference between the three-month LIBOR and the three-month T-bill rate (in %),
obtained from the FRED database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED ID: USD3MTD156N
minus TB3MS). Hedge fund flow is the monthly percentage money inflow into hedge funds, obtained from Matti
Suominen and LIPPER-TASS (see Jylhä, Rinne, and Suominen, 2015). Quotes/Volume is the total number of
quote updates per month across all the NYSE stocks in our sample divided by the aggregate dollar trading
volume for those stocks in the same month. This variable is scaled by 102. Co-movement in liquidity is a monthly
measure of the degree of market-wide co-movement in liquidity, constructed as the equally-weighted R2 (in %)
across individual stocks each month from the equivalent co-movement regressions to Eq. (2) but then using the
proportional quoted spread (PQSPR) as stock-level liquidity measure. Data to compute Quotes/Volume and
Co-movement in liquidity are from TRTH. The full sample includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed common stocks from
1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens (described in the Appendix).

# Obs. Mean SD 25% Median 75%

TED spread 177 0.576 0.443 0.241 0.484 0.729

Hedge fund flow 177 0.618 1.817 -0.048 0.905 1.641

Quotes/Volume 177 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03

Co-movement in liquidity 177 22.12 3.60 19.87 21.34 23.55
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Table 7 – Vector autoregression of cross-stock co-movement in efficiency: Residual correlations

This table reports the contemporaneous correlations (in %) between the innovations (residuals) in the
following five endogenous variables from a vector autoregression (VAR) based on all NYSE stocks in the sample:
absolute changes in the TED spread (|∆TED spread|), absolute hedge fund flows (|Hedge fund flow|), the
total number of quote updates scaled by aggregate dollar trading volume (Quotes/Volume), co-movement in
proportional quoted spreads (Co-movement in liquidity), and Co-movement in efficiency. We refer to Table 6
and Figure 1 for a description of these variables. We estimate the VAR with one lag, following the Schwarz
information criterion (SIC). All variables in the VAR have been detrended using a linear and a quadratic time
trend and then standardized to have zero mean and a standard deviation of one. p-values are in parentheses.
Significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level is indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively.

Co-movement
in efficiency

Co-movement
in liquidity

Quotes
V olume |Hedge fund flow| |∆TED spread|

Co-movement in efficiency 1

Co-movement in liquidity 61.40*** 1

(0.00)

Quotes/Volume 32.14*** 36.55*** 1

(0.00) (0.00)

|Hedge fund flow| 0.08 15.10** 3.45 1

(0.99) (0.05) (0.65)

|∆TED spread| 8.03 39.20*** 28.43*** 13.91* 1

(0.29) (0.00) (0.00) (0.07)
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Figure 1 – Monthly variation in cross-stock co-movement in efficiency, 1996 - 2010
This figure shows monthly variation in the degree of market-wide, cross-stock co-movement in stock-level efficiency
(Co-movement in efficiency) from 1996 to 2010. This measure of Co-movement in efficiency is constructed as
follows. First, each month for each NYSE stock in the sample, we estimate the degree of co-movement in that
stock’s efficiency with market efficiency using the co-movement regressions from Eq. (2), based on five different
daily stock-level efficiency measures: Predictability, Variance ratio, Hasbrouck, Put-call parity, and Variance. We
refer to Table 2 for a description of all five stock-level efficiency measures and to Table 4 for a description of
the efficiency co-movement regressions. We then aggregate the five resulting monthly, stock-level measures of
co-movement in efficiency (the R2’s from the five monthly co-movement regressions in Table 4) to the market-
level by computing the equally-weighted average R2 across individual stocks each month, separately for each
efficiency measure. Subsequently, we extract a single, comprehensive measure of monthly, market-wide efficiency
co-movement (Co-movement in efficiency) as the first principal component of these five different monthly, market-
wide measures of efficiency co-movement. To get a time-series of the first principal component, we standardize
each of the five co-movement in efficiency measures to have zero mean and unit standard deviation, and multiply
the matrix of standardized measures by the vector of the loadings of each measure on the component. The full
sample includes all 2,157 NYSE-listed common stocks from 1996 to 2010 that survive our data screens (described
in the Appendix). Data are from TRTH. Data to compute Put-call parity are from OptionMetrics.
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Figure 2 – VAR of cross-stock co-movement in efficiency: Impulse response functions
This figure shows impulse response functions (IRFs) for a vector autoregression (VAR) with one lag based
on all NYSE stocks in the sample, with the following endogenous variables (in this order): |∆TED spread|,
|Hedge fund flow|, Quotes/Volume, Co-movement in liquidity, and Co-movement in efficiency (see description
in Tables 6 and 7 and Figure 1). Each IRF shows the cumulative response (“coef’) of the variable in the vertical
legend to the right of the figure to a Cholesky one standard deviation shock to the variable in the horizontal
legend at the top of the figure, and bootstrapped 95% confidence bands (“lower” and “upper”). Responses, shown
from month 0 (contemporaneous) up to 6 months after the shock, are measured in standard deviations.
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